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THE MANY FACES OF THE NOONDAY DEMON 
Abstract:  The scriptural figure of the noonday demon (daemonium meridianum) – an 
unicum found only in Psalm 90 [91] – exercised the minds of many of the most influential 
thinkers from early Christian times to the end of the Middle Ages. Perhaps partly because of 
his mysterious and evocative moniker, but also because of his sudden appearance as the 
apotheosis of a sequence of violent images in the structure of the Psalm, the demon was 
regarded with fascinated awe before being relegated to the dustbin of outmoded ideas by the 
new scholarship of the Reformation. This article reviews the origins of the noonday demon, 
the conflicting interpretations of Jerome and Augustine, and how these were developed by 
several influential thinkers of the early Middle Ages. As I shall show, the Psalmist’s allusion 
to the noonday demon provoked an array of readings that is both complex and more diverse 
than is frequently acknowledged by modern scholars.  
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Of the many resonant phrases and images that were lost from the Psalms when these were 
freshly translated into the vernaculars of Western Europe during the Reformation, perhaps 
none is as mysterious and evocative as the allusion to a “noonday demon” – daemonium 
meridianum – in Psalm 90 of the Vulgate. Humanist scholars, realising that the noonday 
demon was a relict from Alexandrian times, and unsanctioned by the Hebrew canon, were 
remorseless in extirpating him in favour of new formulations more reflective of what St 
Jerome had long before famously called Hebraica veritas “the Hebrew truth”.1 In the 
Authorised Version of King James, for example, in place of the noonday demon we read of 
“the destruction that wasteth at noonday” (Psalm 91:6). As a result, this demonic figure, who 
is mentioned nowhere else in the Latin scriptures, is today largely unknown to modern readers 
of the psalms, including those set out in the Nova Vulgata commissioned by the Second 
Vatican Council.2  
 The noonday demon was thus expunged from the written Word, and so too largely from 
the creative life of Christian culture – an ignominious fate for one who had exercised such a 
powerful hold on the imaginations of thinkers and writers for almost two millennia. Whether 
they were Hellenised Jews or Greek-speaking Christians brought up on the Septuagint; 
readers of the psalter in the Vetus Latina (“Old Latin”) scriptures, of the later Roman Psalter, 
or of Jerome’s Gallican Psalter; all would have known of the noonday demon – δαιμόνιον 
μεσημβρίνον, daemonium meridianum – and the cluster of violent and threatening images to 
which he belongs as an apotheosis of terror. What makes the demon even more interesting is 
the diversity of interpretations – some starkly contrastive, others subtly nuanced – that he has 
inspired. As I shall show, the noonday demon was anything but a straightforward or static 
figure in exegesis, and the disparate readings of his identity and significance warrant careful 
scrutiny and differentiation.   
 Among modern ecclesiastical scholars, the noonday demon may be better known than he 
is to the broader public, but remains no less problematic for that. For it can be seen that some 
                                                 
1 Jerome, Hieronimi Quaestiones Hebraicae in libro Geneseos, ed. Paul Lagarde (Leipzig: 
Teubner, 1868), 3, passim. The following abbreviations are used in the footnotes to this 
article without further comment: CCSL = Corpus Christianorum, Series Latina (Turnhout: 
Brepols, 1953–); PL = Patrologiæ Cursus Completus, Series Latina, ed. Jacques-Paul Migne, 
221 vols (Paris: Garnier, 1844–98).  
2 Nova Vulgata Bibliorum Sacrorum Editio (Vatican City: Libreria Editrice Vaticana, 1979), 
927: Psalm 91 (90).   
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researchers are inclined to treat allusions to the demon as transparent, or requiring no 
explanation beyond a citation to the relevant psalm – as when an editor declares insouciantly, 
“The noonday demon was a familiar concept for medieval clergy and religious”.3 In response 
one must ask: Precisely which notion of the noonday demon is being referred to here, since 
several are possible? More worrying are fallacious assertions that arise from an imperfect 
understanding of the processes of Biblical textual transmission, such as the claim that “This 
demon was invented by a false translation of scripture”, and that “the Vulgate ignorantly 
collapsed five Hebrew words into two Latin ones”.4 It is regrettable that this author could not 
have made herself familiar with the most elementary facts regarding the textual background to 
Jerome’s translations of the psalms. For the advent of the noonday demon in scriptural 
tradition, together with his treatment by the Fathers of the Church and then by later 
ecclesiastical writers, is far more complex than either of these commentators reveals.  
 There have, of course, been a number of very respectable studies of the noonday demon, 
though it has to be said that he has received far greater attention from Continental European 
scholars than from scholars writing in English. Two studies in French that must be considered 
essential to the topic were written in the 1930s by Pierre de Labriolle and Roger Caillois 
respectively.5 While different in scope and purpose, both were concerned with the history of 
myths, beliefs, lores and traditions relating to demons, to noon, and the strange experiences 
that were believed to afflict a person at midday. In German, we find a wide-ranging 
examination of textual sources and folk-beliefs referring to the noonday demon from 
Ptolemaic times to the nineteenth century, from the Middle East to Western and Eastern 
Europe. This work, by Dietrich Grau, is difficult to obtain, and appears to be little known 
amongst English investigators.6 More recently, Philippe Ménard has published a useful survey 
                                                 
3 Jean Gerson, Early Works, ed. and trans. Brian Patrick McGuire (New York: Paulist Press, 
1998), 460, n. 62.   
4 Marjorie O’Rourke Boyle, Loyola’s Acts: The Rhetoric of Self (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1997), 124. Cf. the misconceptions articulated by Donald Grayston, Thomas 
Merton and the Noonday Demon: The Camaldoli Correspondence (Eugene, OR: Cascade 
Books, 2015), 12–13.  
5 Pierre de Labriolle, “Le ‘Démon de midi’ ”, Bulletin du Cange: archivium latinitatis medii 
aevi 9 (1934): 46–54; Roger Caillois, “Les démons de midi”, Revue de l’histoire des religions 
115 (1937): 142–73; 116 (1937): 54–83, 143–87; collected and republished as Les démons de 
midi (Saint Clément de Rivière: Fata Morgana, 1991). 
6 Dietrich Grau, Das Mittagsgespenst (daemonium meridianum) (Sieburg: F. Schmitt, 1966).  
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of scholarly endeavours (mainly Continental) regarding the noonday demon.7 Finally, in 
English, an indispensable study is that of Rudolph Arbesmann, who is principally concerned 
with countering some dismissive comments made by Caillois with regard to Augustine and 
Jerome, and in the process offers a number of valuable observations about the two Fathers’ 
audiences and the essentially hortatory nature of their homilies on Psalm 90.8  
 In this article, my main aim is to emphasise how multi-faceted the notion of the noonday 
demon would become – and to this end I believe it important to recognise that the Fathers of 
the Church, whose comments on the noonday demon were to be so influential on later 
thinkers, could have had any one of a number of iterations of the scriptures to hand, which 
means that the precise wording of their psalters can be very important. St Augustine, for 
example, quotes a version of the Vetus Latina psalter;9 Jerome knew many versions, including 
those found in Origen’s Hexapla, which contained a “critical edition” of the Septuagint as 
well as independent Greek translations of the psalms by Theodontian, Symmachus and 
Aquila, among others. Later, of course, he quotes from his own translations of the psalms: 
first the Psalter iuxta Septuaginta (later called the Gallican Psalter after being adopted in 
Gaul), and then from the iuxta Hebraicum, which he considered to more accurately represent 
Hebrew sources.10 Other authorities can be seen to have used the Roman Psalter (Psalterium 
Romanum), previously thought to have been the work of Jerome, but now considered to be of 
an earlier date.11   
                                                 
7 Philippe Ménard, “L’heure de la méridienne dans la littérature médiévale”, in Convergences 
médiévales: Épopée, lyrique, roman, ed. Nadine Henrard, Paola Moreno, and Martine Thiry-
Stassin (Brussels: Éditions De Boeck Université, 2001), 327–38.  
8 Rudolph Arbesmann, “The ‘Daemonium Meridianum’ and Greek and Latin Patristic 
Exegesis”, Traditio 14 (1958): 17–31.   
9 The vexed question of which version of the psalter Augustine used is addressed by Paul 
Capelle, Le texte du psautier latin en Afrique, Collectanea Biblica Latina 4 (Rome: Pustet, 
1913), 83–169.  
10 Liber psalmorum iuxta Septuaginta emendatus (hereafter referred to as the Gallican Psalter) 
and Liber psalmorum iuxta Hebraicum translatus respectively. Both texts are printed in the 
edition of the Vulgate used throughout this article: Biblia sacra iuxta Vulgatam versionem, 
ed. Robert Weber, 2 vols (Stuttgart: Württembergische Bibelanstalt, 1969).  
11 See Theresa Gross-Diaz, “The Latin psalter”, in The New Cambridge History of the Bible: 
From 600 to 1450, ed. Richard Marsden and E. Ann Matter (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2012), 427–45; Rebecca Maloy, Inside the Offertory (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2010), 32–34.  
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 I begin, therefore, by examining the relevant lines in Psalm 90 in what is probably the 
most important recension for Western Christianity: the Jerome’s Gallican Psalter, which was 
to become the standard psalter attached to the Vulgate from the sixth century onwards.   
II 
Psalm 90 (91 in the Hebraic numbering of the psalter) was considered by Martin Luther to be 
“a most distinguished jewel among all the Psalms of consolation”,12 and remains one of the 
best known of this type. It is an ode of reassurance, asserting the all-encompasing 
protectiveness of the Lord towards all who trust in Him, and who live their lives in 
righteousness. The psalm has long been, and to this day remains, a central feature of the 
Catholic rite of exorcism for, as the first verse declares, “He that lives in the help of the Most 
High will abide under the protection of the God of Heaven”.13 Since I shall be referring 
frequently to the Latin wording of the Psalm, I quote its opening lines here in the Latin of the 
Vulgate: 
1 Qui habitat in adiutorio Altissimi in protectione Dei caeli commorabitur. 
2 Dicet Domino: Susceptor meus es tu et refugium meum; Deus meus, sperabo in eum.  
3 Quoniam ipse liberabit me de laqueo venantium et a verbo aspero;  
4 in scapulis suis obumbrabit te et sub pinnis eius sperabis. 
5 Scuto circumdabit te veritas eius: non timebis a timore nocturno,  
6 a sagitta volante in die, a negotio perambulante in tenebris, ab incursu et daemonio 
meridiano.  
      (Vulgate, Psalm 90: 1–6)14 
[1 He that lives in the help of the Most High will abide under the protection of the God of 
Heaven. / 2 He will say to the Lord: You are my protector and my refuge; my God, in him 
shall I trust. / 3 For he will deliver me from the hunters’ snare, and from the cruel word. / 4 
He will shade you with his shoulders, and under his wings you will trust. / 5 His truth will 
surround you with a shield: you will not be made afraid by the terror of the night, / 6 by the 
                                                 
12 Martin Luther, A Manual of the Book of Psalms, trans. Henry Cole (London: Seely and 
Burnside, 1837), 241.  
13 See Rituale Romanum…De exorcismis et supplicationibus quibusdam (Vatican, 2014), §50. 
Translation mine: except where otherwise indicated, all translations are my own.  
14 Capitalisation and punctuation are mine. Here, as elsewhere, when quoting from Latin 
sources, I have regularised and modernised the use of u/v and i/j.  
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arrow that flies by day, by the business walking in darkness, by an attack/invasion, and by 
the noonday demon.]15 
The Vetus Latina (hereafter VL) is identical, except for a small, but important, divergence in 
verse 6, which reads: a sagitta volante per diem, a negotio perambulante in tenebris, a ruina 
et demonio meridiano (“by the arrow that flies by day, by the business walking in darkness, 
by destruction, and by the noonday demon”); that is, instead of incursu “attack/invasion”, VL 
reads ruina “destruction”.16 The variance is significant because it survives in the influential 
Roman Psalter (RP), so named for being used in the Roman Offices until the reforms of Pius 
V in the sixteenth century.17 The significance of the RP should not be underestimated, for 
although it was not incorporated into the Vulgate, it was widely known in early medieval 
Europe, including England, where it was introduced by Augustine of Canterbury, and where it 
survived until the Norman invasion. The Roman Psalter was furthermore the standard text in 
Gregorian chant and many other liturgies; it even continued in use in St Peter’s Basilica until 
the Second Vatican Council of the 1960s.18   
 Returning to the psalm itself, we see that it proceeds to elaborate on its theme that the 
righteous believer will be protected from all forms of evil, so that “a thousand will fall at your 
side and ten thousand at your left hand” [cadent a latere tuo mille et decem milia a dextris 
tuis, verse 7]. It asserts, furthermore, that the believer will have the power to crush menaces 
                                                 
15 The alternating pronouns in my rendition of the psalm’s opening lines are no mistake; they 
are a notable feature of the text and have been explained in various ways, including the 
possibility that they represent different voices; see Artur Weiser, The Psalms: A Commentary, 
trans. Herbert Hartwell (London: SCM Press, 1962), 605–6.   
16 Strictly speaking, there is no single, authoritative Vetus Latina version of scripture, but 
rather a diverse group of Latin translations made for early Christian communities. A critical 
edition of the Vetus Latina Bible, prepared from a very large and miscellaneous body of 
source materials, is being made by Vetus Latina Foundation, but at the time of writing (June 
2017), the Book of Psalms had not yet been published; see <vetus-latina.de>. I rely, therefore, 
on the VL text preserved in the Quincuplum psalterium of Jacques Lefèvre d’Étaples (Paris, 
1515), 267.  
17 Le Psautier Romain et les autres ancien psautiers latins, ed. Robert Weber (Rome: Abbaye 
Saint-Jérôme, 1953), 226–27. 
18 For more on the background, influence and persistence of the Roman Psalter, see Gross-
Diaz, “The Latin psalter”, 428–32. RP’s version of Psalm 90 is still to be found in the Missale 
Romanum published by the Vatican in 1962. See the Office for the first Sunday in Lent: 
Dominica I in Quadragesima, ‘Tractatus’ (p. 64).  
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with ancient, symbolic resonances: “You will walk on the asp and the basilisk, and you will 
trample upon the lion and the dragon” [super aspidem et basiliscum ambulabis et conculcabis 
leonem et draconem, verse 13]. For, as an imagined divine voice goes on to declare in the first 
person, “I shall free him because he hoped in me, I will protect him because he knew my 
name” [quoniam in me speravit et liberabo eum, protegam eum quia cognovit nomen meum, 
verse 14].  
 Since the wording and structure of the psalm in the Gallican Psalter closely follow the 
Septuagint (LXX), the text in which the noonday demon first appears, I shall continue 
discussing the contents of the first six verses by means of LXX. In this way we shall also be 
able to consider briefly the origins of the noonday demon as a feature of the psalm.  
 Turning to LXX, it is worth recalling that when the work of the legendary seventy (or 
seventy-two) rabbis said to have been commissioned by Ptolemy II Philadelphus (d. 246 BC) 
to translate the Hebrew scriptures into Greek was complete, the text of Psalm 90 contained a 
number of features that would be unfamiliar to anyone conversant with the standard 
Masoretic text of today.19 These include, among other things, a title connecting the psalm to 
David (Αἶνοϛ ᾠδῆϛ τῷ Δαυίδ, “The praise of an ode to David”), and, of most relevance to this 
article, a reference to a threatening entity called δαιμόνιον μεσημβρίνον (“midday demon”), a 
being that is mentioned nowhere else in LXX, and that can justifiably be considered alien to 
the cosmology of the psalter at the time when it was composed, and as it is known today.20 
Yet, the demon is indubitably there, in the hymnbook of the Greek-speaking Jewry of the 
ancient Middle East, and his presence raises a host of questions about how he may have got to 
be there. Such questions have been addresses at length elsewhere and must be considered 
peripheral to the main focus of this essay.21 Suffice it to say that it is now generally accepted 
                                                 
19 For a comprehensive examination of the orgins of the Septuagint and the many other 
subsequent translations and recensions of the Old Testament in Greek, see Henry Barclay 
Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek, rev. Richard Rusden Ottley (1902; 
repr. New York: KTAV Publishing, 1968), 1–121. Also, Sidney Jellicoe, The Septuagint and 
Modern Study (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1968), 29–127; Shemaryahu Talmon, “The Old 
Testament Texts”, in The Cambridge History of the Bible, ed. P. R. Ackroyd and C. E. Evans, 
3 vols (Cambridge: CUP, 1963–70), I, 159–99, at 168–69.  
20 All quotations of LXX are taken from Septuaginta: Id est Vetus Testamentum graece iuxta 
LXX interpretes, ed. Alfred Rahlfs, 2 vols (Stuttgart: Württembergische Bibelanstalt, 1971).   
21 See, for example, Labriolle, “Le ‘Démon de midi’ ”, 46–54; Caillois, Les démons de midi, 
82–92; Grau, Das Mittagsgespenst, 8–18. Henrike Frey-Anthes, Unheilsmächte und 
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that the psalm’s reference to a noonday demon cannot be dismissed as a mere whimsical 
reinterpretation of the Hebrew by the LXX translators, but that it points to an important 
feature of the hypothesised source-text – the so-called Vorlage – from which they were 
working, and that it bears witness to the heady mix of cosmologies and demonologies that 
were to be found in Alexandria in the Ptolemaic period.22 These may be connected with a 
range of ancient superstitions about the supernatural significance of midday, a time when a 
man’s shadow, his “double”, becomes very small or disappears altogether; or with Middle 
Eastern folk beliefs about a variety of evil spirits – such as the Egyptian gûl – lurking in the 
desert: spirits that were thought to be especially active at midday (and midnight).23 What is 
more, such beliefs do not appear to have been alien to mainstream Judaism, as may be seen 
from the Targum on Psalm 90/91, a Rabbinic explanatory paraphrase in Aramaic for the 
benefit of an audience unfamiliar with formal Biblical Hebrew. In that work, dating from the 
4th/5th centuries CE, the somewhat abstract dangers set out in verses 5–6 of the Psalm are 
personified rather more concretely as the angel of death and demons of various sorts. 
Congregants hearing the words of the Targum would be told, “You will not be afraid of the 
terror of the demons that go about in the night, nor of the arrow of the angel of death that he 
shoots in the daytime, nor of the death that goes about in the darkness, nor of the company of 
demons that destroy at noon.”24 An even more specific identification is to be found in the 
collection of rabbinic homilies known as the Midrash on Psalms (Midrash Tehillim), which 
                                                 
Schutzgenien, Antiwesen und Grenzgänger: Vorstellungen von ‘Dämonen’ im Alten Israel, 
Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis 227 (Freiburg: Universitätsverlag, 2007), 86–98 .  
22 For an overview of a number of prominent theories concerning the diversity of recensions 
of the Hebrew Bible that existed in the Hellenistic period and later, including an Egyptian 
Hebrew recension, see Talmon, “Old Testament Texts”, 170–99. On the question of demonic 
forces, see the very useful short entry by G. J. Riley in the Dictionary of Deities and Demons 
in the Bible: DDD, ed. Karel van der Toorn et al. 2nd edn (Leiden / Boston: Brill, 1999), s.v. 
“Midday Demon”.  
23 See, for example, William H. Worrell, ‘The Demon of Noonday and Some Related Ideas’, 
Journal of the American Oriental Society 38 (1918): 160–66; F. R. Ankersmit, History and 
Tropology: The Rise and Fall of Metaphor (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1994), 230–
34. Analogous myths in the classical world are cited by W. H. Roscher, Ausführliches 
Lexikon der griechischen und römischen Mythologie (Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlag, 
1965), II.2, s.v. Meridianus daemon.  
24 The Targum of Psalms, trans. David M. Stec, The Aramaric Bible, 16 (Collegeville, 
Minnesota: Liturgical Press, 2004), Psalm 91, vv. 5–6 (p. 175); see also p. 2 for a discussion 
of the dating of this text. 
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claims that the noonday demon has both a distinct character and a name, viz. “Bitter [or 
“Poisonous”] Destruction”.25  
 One final point in this regard is that there can be little cause for doubting, in the context 
of the psalm, that the word δαιμόνιον (the diminutive of δαίμον) carries strongly negative 
associations, and that it should not be confused with the neutral Classical pagan senses of 
δαίμον as “deity”, “spirit”, “soul”.26 Whatever the origins of the δαιμόνιον μεσημβρίνον in 
Jewish thinking of the Hellenistic era, it was clearly something to be feared.  
 Returning to the structure and contents of verses 2–6, we see that the psalm works by a 
form of negative reassurance; that is, it ennumerates the many dangers, literal and 
metaphorical, that the righteous believer need not fear as a result of his faith in the lord (Θεόϛ, 
verse 1). These include the snare of hunters and a disturbing word/matter (παγίδοϛ θηρευτῶν 
καί ἀπὸ λόγου ταραχώδους, verse 3), followed by the terror of the night (φόβου νυκτερινοῦ, 
verse 5), before coming to four perils that are set out in a single verse: an arrow flying by day 
(πράγματοϛ διαπορευομένου), a thing going in darkness (σκότει), an adverse incident (a 
misfortune: συμπτώματοϛ), and the noonday demon (δαιμονίου μεσημβρινοῦ, verse 6).27  
 Comparing LXX with the Masoretic text (MT) is instructive, for we discover notable 
differences in both the imagery and the structure of verses 5–6. In the Hebrew psalm these 
two verses form a balanced pair, with each verse identifying a peril associated with night or 
darkness, followed by one belonging to the day or light. Hence, “the terror of the night” and 
“the arrow that flies by day” (MT, verse 5), followed by “the pestilence that walks in 
darkness” and “the destruction that wastes at noonday” (MT, verse 6).28 LXX breaks this 
symmetry by transferring the image of the arrow that flies by day from verse 5 to verse 6, and 
supplanting the strong image of a pestilence [deber] that comes in darkness with the rather 
                                                 
25 The Midrash on Psalms, trans. William G. Braude, 2 vols (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 
1959), II, 102–3; Midrasch Tehillim, oder Haggadische Erklärung der Psalmen, trans. 
August Wünsche, 2 vols (Trier: Sigmund Mayer, 1892–93), II, 68. The Midrash appears to be 
alluding here to the “bitter destruction” [meriri qeteb] that is  listed with many other aspects 
of God’s threatened wrath in Moses’ song to the Israelites in Deuteronomy 32:23–24.  
26 See Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott, Greek–English Lexicon, 9th edn (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1996), s.v. δαίμον, ονοϛ. 
27 LXX, Ps. 90:6: ἀπὸ πράγματοϛ διαπορευομένου ἐν σκότει, ἀπὸ συμπτώματοϛ καὶ 
δαιμονίου μεσημβρινοῦ. 
28 In citing the Masoretic text, I have use the interlinear version with Roman transliteration 
available online at InterlinearBible.org <http://biblehub.com/interlinear/>.  
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weaker figure of an unfortunate event [συμπτώματοϛ] dissociated from night or day. In 
addition, LXX replaces the reference to an unspecified destructive force [qeteb]29 that 
manifests at noon with the more particular notion of a supernatural entity: the noonday 
demon.  
 In summary, the seven major hazards or tribulations that are listed in the first six verses 
of Psalm 90 as transmitted by the Vulgate are, with variations, as follows: 
v. 3: the snare of hunters 
v. 3: a/the cruel word [a disturbing word/matter LXX] 
v. 5 the terror of the night 
v. 6: the arrow that flies by day 
v. 6 business walking in darkness [a thing going in darkness LXX] 
v. 6: attack/invasion [an adverse incident LXX; destruction VL, RP] 
v. 6 the noonday demon 
As I shall show, one of the major questions that was asked (or implied) by many 
commentators and exegetes was this: What is the relationship between the noonday demon 
and the six menacing images that are named before him? Is he simply the worst and most 
terrifying of the entire group, or might he be implicated in bringing the others about? In other 
words, does the Psalmist name him for reasons of association or causation? 
III 
Moving ahead to the late fourth century AD, we find three enormously influential readings of 
the noonday demon emerging independently of one another at much the same time from, 
respectively, Evagrius of Pontus (d. 399), St Jerome (d. 420), and St Augustine (d. 430). 
Evagrius I shall refer to only briefly because his interpretation is probably the best known and 
has been the subject of considerable discussion elsewhere. The exegeses of Jerome and 
Augustine I shall consider in more detail for reasons that will become apparent in due course.  
 First then to Evagrius, one of the so-called Desert Fathers, and a prominent member of 
the isolated cenobitic communities of the Nitrian Desert south of Alexandria. For Evagrius, 
                                                 
29 Transliterated variously as qeteb, qetev, keteb, ketev: “destruction”. See James Strong, The 
New Strong’s Expanded Exhaustive Concordance to the Bible (Nashville, TN,: Thomas 
Nelson, 2010), no. 6986.  
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the δαιμόνιον μεσημβρίνον of LXX is to be identified as the source of the most difficult trials 
a monk can face. As he explains, the Christian ascetic has to battle against eight types of 
temptation, or generic evil thoughts (γενικώτατοι λογισμοί), which he characterises as 
demons (δαίμονεϛ), and of which the most daunting is that of acedia (ἀκηδία), a force that he 
names as the noonday demon:  
The demon of acedia [Ὁ τῆς ἀκηδίαϛ δαίμων], also called the noonday demon [ὃς καὶ 
μεσημβρινὸς καλεῖται], is the most oppressive of all the demons. He attacks the monk about 
the fourth hour [viz. 10 am] and besieges his soul until the eighth hour [2 pm]. First of all, he 
makes it appear that the sun moves slowly or not at all…Then he compels the monk to look 
constantly towards the windows, to jump out of the cell…And further, he instils in him a 
dislike for the place and for his state of life itself, for manual labour, and also the idea that 
love has disappeared from among the brothers and there is no one to console him.30  
This notion was taken up and developed by a number of other Desert Fathers writing in 
Greek,31 but achieved greatest prominence after John Cassian (d. 435), a student of Evagrius, 
founded a cluster of monasteries near Marseilles in the early fifth century. Cassian’s 
subsequent account of the origins and debilitating effects of what he terms (in Latin) acedia,32 
the place of acedia in the later notion of Seven Deadly Sins, and the the transformation of 
acedia into a more general sense of spiritual sloth, are topics of considerable complexity that 
need not be discussed further here.33 We may briefly note, however, that the Evagrian 
association of the noonday demon with lassitude has proved remarkably durable, to the extent 
that it survives even today as a popular name for one or more forms of depression – as in the 
                                                 
30 Praktikos (The Monk: A Treatise on the Practical Life), VI ‘Acedia’, in Evagrius of Pontus: 
The Greek Ascetic Corpus, trans. Robert E. Sinkewicz (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2003), 
99. Editorial interpolations are variously mine and those of the translator. For the Greek text, 
see Évagre le Pontique, Traité pratique ou le moine, ed. and trans. Antoine Guillaumont and 
Claire Guillaumont, 2 vols (Paris: Éditions du cerf, 1971), II, 504, 506, 520.  
31 See Andrew Crislip, “The Sin of Sloth or the Illness of the Demons? The Demon of Acedia 
in Early Christian Monasticism”, The Harvard Theological Review, 98 (1958): 143–69.  
32 See John Cassian, The Institutes, trans. Boniface Ramsey (New York: Newman Press, 
2000), Book X.  
33 For further information, see Carole Straw, ‘Gregory, Cassian and the Cardinal Vices’ in 
Richard Newhauser (ed.),  In the Garden of Evil: The Vices and Culture in the Middle Ages 
(Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies Press, 2005), 35–58. See further, Morton 
W. Bloomfield, The Seven Deadly Sins: An Introduction to the History of a Religious Concept 
(Michigan: Michigan State Univ. Press, 1967).   
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title of a recent psychological study: The Noonday Demon: An Anatomy of Depression.34 In 
this regard at least, the collocation “noonday demon” has not been entirely forgotten by the 
modern world.  
 Turning to Augustine, we discover an entirely different approach to the Psalmist’s image 
of the noonday demon: he is to be understood allegorically, as are the other calamities set in 
verses 5–6 of the psalm. For Augustine, those evils  – which include destruction [ruina] rather 
than an attack/invasion [incursus]35 – are to be understood as images for the persecution of 
the early Christian martyrs. Those unfortunate believers would be identified, made to confess 
their faith, and then summarily executed:  “Therefore whoever confessed himself to be a 
Christian was to be cut down; this was in the manner of the arrow flying by day”.36 But that 
earlier persecution, says Augustine, was only a prelude to the suffering that was to come 
when the Christians’ enemies realised that their executions were having no effect, and it was 
decided that all professed Christians should be tortured until they denied their faith. For 
Augustine, the violence of those events, which came to be known as Great Persecution of 
Diocletian (303–305), is represented in the Psalmist’s reference to midday, and those who 
turned apostate are to be understood as having fallen victim to the noonday demon through 
their loss of faith: “You may understand the psalm thus: the noonday demon stands for the 
intense heat of persecution…Here we understand correctly that the noonday demon is a 
violent persecution [Recte hic intellegimus daemonium meridianum persecutionem 
vehementem].”37  
 It is interesting to see Augustine ensuring that his audience has understood his 
interpretation, for he goes to repeat it, amplifying his imagery. Awful though the earlier 
persecutions undoubtedly were, he says, the noonday demon was at that time not yet active: 
“This was not yet the noonday demon, blazing with intense persecution and making great heat 
even for the strong.” [Nondum erat daemonium meridianum, flagrans vehementi 
persecutione, et faciens magnos aestus etiam fortibus.] Thereafter, however:  
                                                 
34 Andrew Solomons, The Noonday Demon: An Anatomy of Depression (London: Vintage 
Books, 2002). See also Kathleen Norris, The Noonday Demon: A Modern Woman’s Struggle 
with Soulweariness (Oxford: Lion Books, 2009).  
35 Augustine, Enarratio in Psalmum XC, Sermo 1, §7: CCSL 39, 1259.  
36 Enarratio in Psalmum XC, Sermo 1, §8: CCSL 39, 1260.   
37 Loc. cit.  
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When our enemies saw that many were hurrying to martyrdom, and that as many believed in 
Christ as were suffering, they said among themselves: “We will strike down the human race: 
there are so many thousands who believe in this name, if we should kill them all hardly 
anyone will remain on earth.” The sun then began to blaze, the fire to glow [Coepit fervere 
sol, coepit fervere aestus]…Then many who did not deny [being Christian] deserted, for they 
were tortured until they denied [the faith]…Therefore many were cut down by the noonday 
demon [Multi ergo ceciderunt a daemonio meridiano].38 
In other words, for Augustine, the noonday demon figures, in general terms, the apotheosis of 
martyrdoms under Diocletian. More specifically, the heat of midday represents the intensity 
with which the martyrs were persecuted, with the demon himself waiting to claim as his 
victims those who succumbed to torture and abandoned their faith.  
 These passages occur in a sermon that is dedicated as a whole to the adversities, 
misfortunes and temptations that a believer must often endure. Augustine’s aim is to 
encourage his congregants to find the strength and humility to endure such trials in the 
knowledge that others have suffered before them. In that context, Psalm 90 offers a powerful 
mix of images conveying both threat and reassurance. It is also a reminder of the inevitability 
of temptation because, as Augustine reminds his audience, “This is the psalm with which the 
devil dared to tempt our Lord Jesus Christ” during His sojourn in the wilderness (Matt. 4:6 / 
Luke 4:9–11).39 
 Jerome’s relationship with the noonday demon is somewhat more complicated, not least 
because of his ongoing work as translator. In his first redaction of the Psalms – the Liber 
Psalmorum iuxta Septuaginta (the Gallican Psalter), made in about 389–392 – Jerome accepts 
the VL reading of daemonium meridianum. But in his later translation, the iuxta Hebraicum, 
Jerome dispenses with the noonday demon and replaces him with the formulation morsu 
insanientis meridie (“the bite of insanity at midday”), a phrase that itself raises a number 
questions about the wording of Jerome’s source-text. But that is another matter beyond the 
scope of this essay. What is at issue is that the Gallican Psalter survived much longer than 
Jerome had hoped by becoming attached to the Vulgate in preference to Jerome’s own 
Hebraicum translation. And what this means is that the noonday demon endured in the Latin 
scriptures in spite of Jerome’s own best efforts to eject him. 
                                                 
38 Ibid., §§8–9: CCSL 39, 1260–61.   
39 Enarratio in Psalmum XC, Sermo 1, §1: CCSL 39, 1254.   
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 Paradoxically, in spite of those efforts, it is clear that Jerome himself found the notion of 
the noonday demon to be both useful and evocative for the purposes of instruction and 
argument, though he too is at pains to stress that the image has to understood allegorically 
rather than literally. We find, for example, in both his homilies on Psalm 90 that Jerome, with 
more than a touch of disdain, dismisses any literal understanding of the noonday demon as a 
vulgar superstition:  
Indeed there are many who aver that there are demons also of midday, and this is commonly 
said. I, however, declare plainly that the demon has power over us at whatever time we 
sin…You therefore see what a frivolous thing it is that is commonly said.40 
The irascible doctor of Bethlehem’s impatience is also evident when he refers to “Guileless 
people [Simplices]” who “believe that there is a certain demon of midday, who at noon is 
more able to attack men…” [putant esse quendam daemonem meridianum, qui meridie magis 
homines possit incurrere…].41   
 It is important to see that Jerome is not here repudiating the idea of malignant spirits per 
se, but rather the belief that noon is a time when they are most active. Demons are active all 
the time, he insists, and they can take many forms, and operate through many different 
agencies, including persuasive human proxies. Therefore, instead of fearing a single noonday 
demon, we should understand the Psalmist’s image as referring to heretics, who pose the 
danger warned of by the Apostle Paul when he declares that Satan is able to transform himself 
into an angel of light: ipse enim Satanas transfigurat se in angelum lucis (2 Cor. 11:14). Like 
Satan, whose agents they are, heretics are able to blind the unwary with the persuasiveness 
and intellectual intensity of their arguments, and the passion with which they present them:  
Therefore even the devil is transformed into an angel of light, and represents himself as 
having the light, as having the noon [et ipse simulat habere se lucem, habere se meridiem]. 
When some heretics promise quasi-mysteries, such as the kingdom of heaven, continence, 
abstinence, holiness, renunciation of the world, they promise the noon [promittunt meridiem]. 
But because it is not the light of Christ, it is not the noon, but the noonday demon.42 
“Would you like a neat example?”, asks Jerome rhetorically, before pointing his finger at an 
infamous heresiarch of recent memory: “Arius and other heretics who came from Alexandria 
                                                 
40 Tractatus de Psalmo XC (I): CCSL 78, 130.  
41 Tractatus de Psalmo XC (II): CCSL 78, 422.  
42 Tractatus de Psalmo XC (I): CCSL 78, 130.   
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are known as noonday demons”, he declares. [Vultis aliquid dicamus eleganter? Arrius sive 
ceteri qui de Alexandria processerunt haeretici, dicuntur daemones meridiani.]43 The 
disparagement was not adventitious, for Jerome repeats it in his Apology against Rufinus, 
when he refers to a time “before Arius was born in Alexandria as a noonday demon” 
[antequam in Alexandria quasi daemonium meridianum Arius nasceretur].44  
 The main difference between the interpretations of Jerome and Augustine can therefore 
be summed up as follows. Whereas Augustine historicises the several dangers of Psalm 90, 
and sees them as building towards a particular calamity of the past (figured by the noonday 
demon), Jerome identifies the threat of that demon as belonging to the present and the future 
as much as to the past. For wherever heresy is found it will overwhelm the unwary by the 
dazzling display – the brilliant, blinding pseudo-sanctity – with which it manifests itself. As 
he expounds in his treatise Against the Pelagians, “Understand the arrow that flies by day as 
the heretics of Holy Scripture; the matter that walks in darkness and in the night, as 
philosophers who, through obscure discourse, desire to cover up the truth.”45 As to the 
reassurances and consolations of the psalm, however, Jerome is surprisingly gloomy when he 
tells Julia Eustochium that only after death can we hope to see the promises of the psalm 
coming true; until then we must be prepared to be beset by enemies.46 
 Before looking at where these interpretations led, it is worth considering why Jerome and 
Augustine insisted on allegorical readings of the noonday demon, and in this regard one 
reason may be that they wanted to dissuade their followers from a widespread popular belief 
in a particular demonic being. This is suggested by a remark made by Theodoret of Cyrus (d. 
c. 457), a bishop of the Antiochene church and a late contemporary of both Jerome and 
Augustine. In his commentary on Psalm 90, Theodoret quotes the familiar verses (5–6) from 
LXX, then remarks that the Psalmist, whom he understands to be King David:  
made mention of the noonday demon [Δαιμόνιον δὲ μεσημβρινὸν] in keeping with popular 
opinion [παρὰ τοῑϛ πολλοῐϛ κατέχουσαν]; yet it is not unlikely that those schemers against 
                                                 
43 Tractatus de Psalmo XC (II): CCSL 78, 422.  
44 Jerome, Apologia adversus libros Rufini, II, §17: PL 23: 440.  
45 Jerome, Dialogus adversus Pelagianos, II, §20: PL 23: 557.   
46 Jerome, Letter XXII: To Eustochium, §§3–4; in The Principal Works of St Jerome, trans. by 
W. H. Fremantle (Grand Rapids, MI: Christian Classics Ethereal Library, 1893).  
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mankind after a heavy meal launch an assault as though to a prey prepared for them, and 
easily enslave those deprived of care from on high.47  
Theodoret is clearly familiar with the Evagrian notion of the demon of acedia, but combines 
this with a sense that a folk belief – a popular superstition that was still alive – may lie behind 
the naming of the demon in the psalm.48  
III 
Throughout the centuries that follow, we find the noonday demon being interpreted in a 
variety of ways, and with varying degrees of specificity and subtlety. At one end of the 
spectrum, for example, there is a tendency to simplify or even dismiss the notion of demonic 
identity or agency. This is apparent in an early patristic gloss on the psalms that asserts that 
“Foolish men say [the noonday demon] is like Diana, that is an aspect of the devil, who 
moves about through all places at the hour of noon”.49 Even more prosaically, for an 
independently minded anonymous eighth-century Insular glossator, the noonday demon 
represents nothing more than an evil (or wicked) person [homo malus].50 In the main, 
however, it was the competing interpretations of Jerome and Augustine that proved most 
influential for successive generations of Church Fathers and exegetical commentators, and it 
was their expositions that were taken up and further promoted by the schoolmen of the twelfth 
century. Thus, to take only a few examples, Bruno of Würzburg (d. 1045), appears to have 
Augustine’s exegesis in mind when he declares: “The arrow that flies by day – is evidently 
the persecution of tyrants…The noonday demon: the danger is greatest, kindled with the great 
                                                 
47 Theodoret of Cyrus, Commentary on Psalm 90, § 4, in Commentary on the Psalms, Psalms 
73–150, translated by Robert C. Hill (Washington: Catholic Univ. of America Press, 2001), 
104. Interpolations mine from the edition Interpretatio in Psalmos, ed. J.-P. Migne, Patrologia 
Graeca, 80 (1864), 1612.  
48 The commentaries of Augustine and Jerome are also usefully discussed by Arbesmann, 
“The ‘Daemonium Meridianum’ and Greek and Latin Patristic Exegesis”, 19–21, 27–29, and 
by Grau, Das Mittagsgespenst, 28–33, albeit from a somewhat different perspective, and with 
a different emphasis, than I have adopted. 
49 Helmut Boese (ed.), Anonymi glosa psalmorum ex traditione seniorum (Freiburg: Verlag 
Herder, 1992), Vol. I, p. 415 (Psalmus 90, 6).   
50 Martin McNamara (ed.), Glossa in Psalmos: The Hiberno-Latin Gloss on the Psalms of 
Codex Palatinus Latinus 68 (Vatican City: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1986), 194 (Ps. 
XC, v. 6).  
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heat of persecution, where the ruin of many is to be feared, when human weakness is 
overwhelmed.”51 A comparable association probably lies behind the declaration of Odo of 
Asti (d. c. 1120) that the demon of the psalm is called “noonday owing to an overwhelming 
burning pain [propter nimis aestuantem afflictionem]”.52  
 By comparison, Bruno of Segni (d. 1123), can be seen to incline more towards the 
Hieronyman line of thought:  
And you will not be afraid of the noonday demon, that is a gathering of heretics, who may 
be seen to be in midday – that is, burning in the manner of midday in a good deed, when, 
both bright and splendid among humans, they bring about certain feigned good works with 
their subtle and most specious thoughts; and yet they are a demon, that is, the semblance of 
a demon.53  
And yet, in a different commentary on the psalm, Bruno of Segni links the demon with the 
Augustinian notion of persecution – not of Christians, but of Christ himself. Beginning with a 
conflated citation of Mark 15, verses 25 and 33 (“For it was the sixth hour and they crucified 
him”), Bruno derives an explicit link with the noonday demon as the source of evil inspiration 
that led to the Crucifixion: “Whence this is said: from the noonday demon [a daemonio 
meridiano] for unless that most perverse people were led and harrassed by the demon, they 
would not have been able to accomplish that evil to such a degree [hoc malum tam magnum 
facere non potuisset].”54 
 Taking this reasoning one step further, the noonday demon could be seen, not only as a 
metaphor for the heretical surrogates of Satan, with their specious, but dangerously beguiling, 
arguments, but as demonic beings themselves, as Richard of St Victor (d. 1173), argues:  
Moreover, who does not know that at the hour of noon there is usually both a greater 
brightness and a more fiery heat? Therefore, demons, as it were, come to us with the greatest 
                                                 
51 Bruno of Würzburg, Expositio psalmorum: Psalmum XC: PL 142: 339. Bruno is here 
repeating almost verbatim the words of Cassiodorus (d. c. 585) in his commentary on Psalm 
90: PL 70: 652.   
52 Expositio Psalmi XC, PL 165: 1258.  
53 Bruno of Segni, Expositio psalmorum: In Psalmum XC: PL 152: 1127.  
54 Bruno of Segni, Expositio in psalmos: Psalmus XC, PL 164: 1054.  
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light and heat, when, concealing the wickedness of their deceptions under a display of 
holiness, they take pains and strive to entice us to perversity.55 
Taking this one step further, Henry of Marcy (d. 1189) argues that the noonday demon 
betokens not the lesser denizens of Hell, but the Great Enemy, Satan himself:  
And so the noonday demon is not interpreted by the Fathers inconsistently, when the angel 
of Satan transforms himself into an angel of light. For when he is not able to turn a man to 
perversity and obvious evil, he turns himself to heated arguments’.56  
Indeed, for many commentators, Paul’s warning about Satan’s ability to transform himself 
into an angel of light provides the key that unlocks the meaning of the image; it points to 
seduction by a light that is intensely bright and hot – like that of midday – but that is also 
false: a beguiling simulacrum of the true light of Christ. Thus Bernard of Clairvaux (d. 1153):  
But what does the enemy do to others whom he sees in every way prizing justice and hating 
wickedness? What else than to disguise vice with the image of virtue?…This is therefore not 
only a demon of daytime, but also of midday…For this angel of Satan transforms himself 
into an angel of light.57  
It is this idea that underpins the otherwise mysterious Middle English translation of 
daemonium meridianum as “the curse of the fiend that shines brightly” [þe curs of þe fende 
bryȝt shynyng].58 
 In summary, it is evident that the noonday demon was, for Christian commentators, a 
figure redolent with meaning and suggestive of many possible ideas and associations, which 
deserve to be properly differentiated in modern scholarly discussions. The demon was indeed 
“a familiar concept for medieval clergy and religious”, as the scholar quoted at the start of this 
article declares, but in many more ways than his statement reveals.59 Such differentiation 
                                                 
55 Richard of St. Victor, Adnotatio in Psalmum XC: PL 196: 395. See also Richard’s 
comments in The Twelve Patriarchs, ed. and trans. Jean Châtillon and Monique Duchet-
Suchaux (Paris: Éditions du cerf, 1997), caps 43, 81.  
56 Henry of Marcy, De peregrinate civitate Dei, Tractatus 17, ‘De quadragesima’: PL 204: 
392.  
57 Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermo super Psalmum “Qui habitat” 6.6: PL 183: 199. The idea is 
also expressed by Richard of St. Victor, Adnotatio in Psalmum XC: PL 196: 395.   
58 The Earliest Complete English Prose Psalter, ed. Karl D. Bülbring, EETS, os 97 (London: 
Paul, Trench, Trübner, 1891), 113.   
59 McGuire (ed.), Gerson, Early Works, 460, n. 62.  
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becomes even more important when considering interpretations that treat the demon not as an 
isolated image, but as integral to the overall logic of the psalm. Such an approach is taken by 
Alan of Lille (d. c. 1203) when he distinguishes four major categories of temptations that he 
finds figured in Psalm 90: temptations that are obvious and slight [aperta et levis], those that 
are hidden and slight [occulta et levis], others that are hidden and serious [occulta et gravis], 
and finally those that are blatant and serious [aperta et gravis] – the last of these being 
represented by the noonday demon.60  
 Even more complex in his approach to the topic is Bernard of Clairvaux in his thirty-third 
sermon on the Song of Songs, a text that contains perhaps the most comprehensive and 
certainly one of the most important of meditations on the noonday demon. The verse in the 
Canticle that Bernard takes as his starting point is the lover’s request to know where the 
beloved rests with his flock at noon: “Tell me, you whom my soul worships, where you 
pasture, where you lie down at noon [ubi pascas, ubi cubes in meridie]” (Canticle 1:6), and 
from here he develops an extended exposition on the possible meanings of midday, including 
the threats of the noonday demon. These comprise the false teachings of philosophers and 
heretics, whom we have already seen identified elsewhere, as well as invisible spirits who lie 
in ambush [invisibilium potestatum…sedentes in insidiis], in order to deceive the unwary by 
pretending to be good: “And then the noon – that is, a greater brightness [id est major 
claritas] – appears, tempting, when he proffers an image of apparently greater good things”.61  
 Bernard goes on to interpret the threats mentioned in verses 5–6 of Psalm 90 as 
representing the four major temptations facing a believer: first that of fear of the 
consequences of conversion (this represented by the terror of the night [timore nocturno]); 
secondly, the praise of men, which causes vainglory [inanis gloria], and is figured in the 
arrow that flies by day [sagitta volante in die]; thirdly, the offer of riches and honours of the 
world (divitiis et honoribus saeculi), which equates to the matter walking in darkness [negotio 
                                                 
60 Alan of Lille, Distinctiones dictionum theologicalium, PL 210: 759. See also Sicardo of 
Cremona (d. 1215), Mitrale, sive summa de officiis ecclesiasticis, IV, 9, PL 213: 183; Peter 
Lombard’s Commentary on Psalm 90, PL 191: 847–56 (esp. 850); Hugh of St Cher, Opera 
omnia in universum vetus et novum testamentum, 8 vols (Venice, 1703), II, 240r–243r, esp. 
241v–242r.  
61 Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermones in Cantica Canticorum: Sermo XXXIII, PL 183: 951–59, at 
956 (§ 9).   
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perambulante in tenebris].62 Having triumphed over these temptations, however, the believer 
must finally face the most severe test of all: that of the noonday demon, whose task it is to 
bring down the strongest in faith, and who has a power that should never be underestimated: 
The final temptation is the noonday demon, whose particular task is to entrap the perfect, 
those who manifestly, as men of virtue, have overcome everything else: pleasures, favours, 
honours…Therefore, in the fourth stage, which is the most daunting, this temptation is to be 
dreaded, and whoever sees himself as standing on the summit should understand that he must 
more vigilantly beware of invasion and the noonday demon [eo sibi vigilantius ab incursu et 
daemonio meridiano cavendum intelligat].63  
Yet that is not all, for this allegory applies not only to individuals, says Bernard, but to the 
whole history of the Church as the body of Christ. In its earliest days (the first of four ages), 
he explains, the Church was menaced by violence from its detractors (understand: the terror 
of the night); next, in its second age, the church was endangered by ambitious men teaching 
heresies (the arrow that flies by day). Then, in his own time, the immediate threat that 
Bernard saw facing the Church was that it was plagued by hypocrites, who are recognisable 
by their pursuit of wealth (the matter that walks in darkness). Finally, the fourth age, which 
lies in the future, will be the time of the noonday demon, that is, the Antichrist: “It remains 
now for the noonday demon be in our midst, in order to seduce those who remain in Christ, 
and endure in his simplicity”.64 And so the noonday demon is not merely a present threat to 
the true believer, but a principal actor in the great Apocalyptic drama that is to come. From 
distant history to eschatology, Bernard shows how Psalm 90 sums up the entire cycle of 
Church history in only two verses. It need hardly be said that this is a very different 
conception of the noonday demon from the one that Evagrius sees as the cause of acedia, or 
that the Insular glossator describes as a wicked man.  
 To conclude, it would be impossible to adequately describe, let alone faithfully 
reproduce, the full range of associations that occurred to thinkers, from Patristic times to the 
late Middle Ages, in response to the noonday demon. Suffice it to say that the image of the 
demon was productively inspiring and continued to be so for some time to come, not least 
because it could be invoked as an adaptable touchstone for whatever threats and dangers were 
thought most pressing by a given writer, or at a given time. As the Middle Ages drew to a 
                                                 
62 Ibid., §§ 11–12.   
63 Ibid., § 13. 
64 Ibid., § 16. 
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close, the English mystics Richard Rolle (d. 1349) and Walter Hilton (d. 1396) deserve to be 
named as two writers who treat the noonday demon in freshly imagined ways;65 as does Jean 
Gerson (d. 1429), Chancellor of the University of Paris and an influential member of the 
Council of Constance, as he wrestles with the problem of discretio spirituum, or how to 
discern true from false visions, genuine angelic annunciations from demonic temptations.66 
Early vernacular translations of the psalms, and vernacular commentaries on the Psalter, 
accommodate the noonday demon in interesting ways, as in the phrase “the fiend that shines 
brightly” quoted above. But it was not to last, for with Luther’s influential translation of the 
Old Testament, published in 1534, the demon was at last firmly expelled from the canon, over 
a thousand years after Jerome attempted to accomplish that same feat with his translation of 
the Psalter iuxta Hebraicum.  
  
                                                 
65 See The Incendium amoris of Richard Rolle of Hampole, ed. Margaret Deanesly 
(Manchester: University Press, 1915), 186 (cap. 14); Walter Hilton, Qui Habitat, in An 
Exposition of Qui Habitat and Bonum Est in English, ed. Björn Wallner (Lund: Carl Blom, 
1954), 1–23; and The Scale of Perfection, ed. Thomas H. Bestul (Kalamazoo, MI: Medieval 
Institute, 2000), II, xxvi.  
66 Jean Gerson, Tractatus de distinctione verarum visionum a falsis, in Ioannis 
Gersonii…Opera (Paris, 1606), 575– 93. The issue is discussed in detail by Wendy Love 
Anderson, The Discernment of Spirits (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011), 197–98, 228.  
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